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A B S T R A C T

The importance of data security is currently increasing owing to the number of data transactions that are
continuously taking place. Large amounts of data are generated, stored, modified and transferred every second,
signifying that databases require an appropriate capacity, control and protection that will enable them to
maintain a secure environment for so much data. Big Data is becoming a prominent trend in our society, and
increasing amounts of data, including sensitive and personal information, are being loaded into NoSQL and
other Big Data technologies for analysis and processing. However, current security approaches do not take
into account the special characteristics of these technologies, leaving sensitive and personal data unprotected
and consequently risking considerable financial losses and brand damage. In this paper, we focus on NoSQL
document databases and present a proposal for the design and implementation of security policies in this type
of databases. We first follow the concept of security by design in order to propose a metamodel that allows the
specification of both the structure and the security policies required for document databases. We also define
an implementation model by analysing the implementation features provided by a specific NoSQL document
database management system (MongoDB). Having obtained the design and implementation models, we follow
the model-driven development philosophy and propose a set of transformation rules that allow the automatic
generation of the final implementation of security policies. We additionally provide a technological solution
in which the Eclipse Modelling Framework environment is employed in order to implement both the design
metamodel (Emfatic) and the transformations (Epsilon, EGL). Finally, we apply the proposed framework to a
case study carried out in the airport domain. This proposal, in addition to saving development time and costs,
generates more robust solutions by considering security by design. This, therefore, abstracting the designer
from both specific aspects of the target tool and having to choose the best strategies for the implementation
of security policies.
. Introduction

Large amounts of data are routinely generated and transferred by
multitude of mobile applications, social networks, scientific and

rofessional tools and websites. Current tools and technologies must be
ble to handle the scale, speed, variety and complexity of these massive
ata sets [1,2]. Moreover, data is an important and essential asset for
ompanies, public organisations and institutions. Suitable protection
ust, therefore, be guaranteed by making an effort to incorporate

dequate security or privacy measures [3–9] so as to protect these data
orrectly.
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One of the database technologies currently used is that of NoSQL
datastores, which are employed in the data management back-end
of several ICT applications such as Big Data owing to their high
levels of scalability, performance and consistency [10,11]. However,
despite their undeniable benefits, they have certain vulnerabilities and
there are some obstacles to their widespread adoption, particularly
with regard to security [12]. In fact, when NoSQL databases were
initially designed, security was not considered to be an important
feature [13], and the security is, therefore, provided on the middleware
and operating system levels [14].
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Researchers and practitioners have, over the last decade, come to
recognise that security features should be incorporated by means of a
structured and systematic approach. This approach should be perfectly
coupled with the design and other requirements of the system by com-
bining principles from both software and security engineering [3,15],
in what is known as ‘‘Security by design". One possible approach that
has been widely used to incorporate security features throughout the
life cycle of a system’s development is that of model-driven devel-
opment [16–18]. The model-driven approach has been successfully
applied during the development of secure systems, thus allowing se-
curity aspects to be integrated and automatically transformed at all
levels of modelling. These ideas should also be used in secure NoSQL
databases and in systems that make use of this NoSQL technology. One
of these is Big Data, in which security efforts are currently focused on
providing specific solutions at the implementation level [19–23], when
an early identification of security requirements would generate more
robust and higher quality solutions [24].

Furthermore, NoSQL databases are designed on the basis of dif-
ferent data models. These models can be broadly classified into four
categories: key–value, column, graph-oriented and document [25]. Ac-
cording to the DB-Engines Ranking [26], MongoDB ranks as the most
popular NoSQL datastore, in addition to which it uses a document-
oriented data model. The objective of MongoDB is to increase the
horizontal scalability of the data layer with a simple development
complexity and the possibility of storing large amounts of data. NoSQL
performs very impressively when it is necessary to scale through the use
of several machines, and MongoDB is one of the NoSQL databases with
the highest performance rates [27]. The aforementioned reasons had a
great influence on our decision-making process when initially consid-
ering the possibility of focusing on document databases. Our intention
was to use MongoDB as a technological tool for their implementation
in such a way that we could also include the other data models in the
future.

A recent version of MongoDB is MongoDB Enterprise Advanced,
which was released in 2021 [28]. It has advanced security features
that support the CIA triad (Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability),
such as LDAP authentication and authorisation, Kerberos support, the
encryption of data at-rest, FIPS-compliance, and the maintenance of
audit logs. These capabilities extend MongoDB’s already comprehensive
security framework, which includes Role-Based Access Control, PKI cer-
tificates, Read-Only views for field-level security and TLS data transport
encryption. All these measures indicate the work and evolution that is
taking place in NoSQL technologies to make them more secure. These
measures cannot, however, be incorporated into all phases of the design
and development of a database, since these solutions are employed at
the implementation level, once the database has been built. This is
one of the reasons why it is necessary to provide new proposals with
which to incorporate security not only at the implementation level but
also into the design, and to be able to develop more secure and robust
NoSQL databases.

This paper provides a proposal for the design and implementation of
security policies for NoSQL document databases. Its main contributions
are the following:

– The definition of a metamodel for the design of document
databases that will make it possible to establish security policies
in an appropriate manner and relate them to the structural
elements of this type of systems. Designers will be able to use this
metamodel in order incorporate security policies from early stages
(security by design), thus abstracting them from the technical
aspects of specific tools.

– The analysis of the security policy implementation capabilities
offered by a specific document database manager (MongoDB),
the creation of its corresponding implementation model and the
definition of the most appropriate implementation strategies for
2

the casuistry found in the security policies.
– The inclusion of our proposal in a model-driven development
approach, along with the definition of transformations between
the design model and its corresponding implementation in Mon-
goDB. This approach improves development times and costs,
while facilitating its future extension to other tools and platforms.

– The creation of a technological solution for our proposal on the
basis of the Eclipse Modelling Framework tools, along with the
implementation of our design metamodel in Emfatic and the
necessary transformations in Epsilon (EGL).

– The application of our proposal to a case study concerning an
airport. This allows all the stages of the process to be observed,
from the moment at which the designer models the system and
the necessary security policies at the design level, to that at which
the model is automatically transformed to its corresponding im-
plementation in MongoDB. Verification that the solution obtained
effectively satisfies the security policies defined in the design
model.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents an overview of our proposal. Section 3 shows the proposed
metamodel with which to design NoSQL document databases, including
the structural aspects and security policies. Section 4 presents the im-
plementation model for a NoSQL document database management tool,
MongoDB, while Section 5 shows the set of transformation rules (for
both structural elements and security policies) that allows us to convert
our design models into the implementation in MongoDB. Section 6 then
presents a case study carried out with a dataset concerning passenger
management at an airport, showing all the stages of our proposal (de-
sign model, automated transformation and verification that the security
policies modelled are effectively satisfied in the final implementation).
Section 7 discusses the proposals related to NoSQL database security
and secure development that could contribute to solving the problem
presented herein. Finally, the main contributions and our directions for
future work are explained in Section 8.

2. Proposal overview

This section describes our proposal for the design and implementa-
tion of security policies for document databases (Fig. 1).

The components of our proposal can be summarised as follows. We
first defined a specific metamodel for document databases at a level
that allows the abstraction of the technical concepts of the database
manager in which the system will eventually be implemented. This
metamodel allows the modelling of the structural aspects of document
databases (collections, simple fields, compound fields, indexes, etc.). A
role-based access control system, together with a set of security policies
that establish what actions can and cannot be performed on the collec-
tions and fields of the database, can also be modelled. Our proposal,
therefore, includes security by design, thus providing independence
from technology and implementation constraints. This means that these
restrictions are taken into account in the decisions to be made in the
subsequent development phases, thus favouring the higher quality and
robustness of the final solutions. This strategy is an improvement in the
traditional development process, in which security policies are usually
incorporated once the database has been built. This later inclusion
limits the security capabilities that exist in the database manager, and
means that modifications cannot be made to an already planned design
(or that those which are made generate extra effort and cost).

We then followed the model-driven development philosophy to
design a set of transformation rules with which to automate the final
process of implementing the database in a specific tool. The character-
istics and limitations of the target tools made it necessary to first define
an implementation model for the target tool and to carry out an analysis
of the most appropriate implementation strategies (views, projections,
etc.). This information was then used to define the transformation rules

required in order to generate the corresponding implementation in the
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Fig. 1. Overview of our proposal.
target tool, which is based on the design model. This implies savings
as regards costs and development time, while improving the final
quality, thus ensuring that the established security policies are properly
implemented. In this paper, we have considered MongoDB as the target
database manager, as it is the most widely used in NoSQL databases.
In this sense, we have designed a set of transformations to generate the
corresponding MongoDB implementation from the design model. The
incorporation of other implementation options in our proposal (other
document database managers such as CouchDB) is identified as future
work, being necessary to define a new set of transformations for each
new manager to be incorporated.

Once the models and the transformations required to generate
their corresponding implementation had been defined, it was necessary
to create a technological solution with which to support the model-
driven development process. This was done using the tools provided
by Eclipse (the Eclipse Modelling Framework), implementing the meta-
model in Ecore (using the Emfatic textual syntax) and the design model
transformations in Epsilon (EGL).

From the designer’s point of view, the steps required in order to
use our proposal are the following. First, the designer creates a design
model of the system, including both the structural aspects and the
necessary security policies. This model is defined according to our
metamodel. The designer then selects which target tool s/he wishes to
use (in this case, MongoDB), and the corresponding set of transforma-
tions is executed. This automatically generates the implementation of
both the structure and the security policies of the document database.
This approach facilitates the designer’s work, since we employ a simpler
design model that frees him/her from the need to know technical
aspects of specific tools and from having to make decisions regarding
correct implementation strategies, since the transformations are in
charge of managing these aspects.

3. Modelling secure policies in document databases

This section shows our proposal for a metamodel for document
databases that allows the designer to model the document database at a
level of abstraction that is independent of the technical implementation
details (Fig. 2). This metamodel includes both the structural aspects
specific to this type of systems and security elements that allow the
establishment of security policies that are adjusted to its characteristics.
We have also designed a set of restrictions with which the models must
comply, which were created in accordance with this metamodel and
will be defined at the end of this section (Table 1).

The elements considered in the metamodel have been identified
through an analysis of the needs in the design of document databases,
as well as an analysis of the characteristics offered by the manage-
ment tools of this type of databases for their implementation. From a
higher level of abstraction (conceptual level) we identified the concepts
needed to represent the structure and security of a document databases.

In order to specify the structure of the document database we need
to include elements such as collections, fields, identifiers or data types.
3

Furthermore, we also need to include one aspect that this kind of
systems considers and that is the possibility of defining simple and com-
posed fields, so that in turn, composed fields can be formed from other
simple or composed fields. This modelling problem can be addressed
with a classical design pattern called composite [29]. This pattern pro-
poses its modelling with a generalisation (Field) specialised in simple
elements (SimpleField) and composed elements (ComposedField), and
an association that indicates that each composed element can be formed
in turn by several Fields (SimpleField or ComposedField).

On the other hand, in order to establish the security policy of the
system, we need to use an access control method that allows us to
classify the subjects and objects of the system and to associate security
privileges to them. In this sense, we have opted for a role-based access
control (RBAC) as it is widely accepted in the industry and it is used
by practically all document database management tools. In this sense,
users are grouped into roles that define security privileges on certain
elements (collections or fields) and certain actions (the usual ones
in databases: read, insert, update, delete). To facilitate the designer’s
work and avoid conflicts between security rules, we consider an open-
world system where the designer has to specify only the security rules
that deny certain privileges on certain elements to certain roles. Our
proposal will then generate at the implementation level the positive
and negative security rules needed to implement the system. From a
lower level of abstraction, we analyse the features offered by docu-
ment database management tools for the implementation (of both the
structure and security of the system) and move up the abstraction
level to obtain a common metamodel. Our metamodel contains the
necessary information to generate the corresponding implementation
in concrete tools, such as MongoDB. For instance, in this analysis we
have identified structural aspects such as collection ids, data types, etc.
and security aspects such as the security actions that can be applied
(hide instances, hide fields, etc.).

Now, the proposed metamodel are described in more detail. The
structural aspects (represented at the top of the figure) make it possible
to model a document database (Database) through the use of a set
of collections (Collection), which can, in turn, contain a set of fields
(Field). For each field, it is possible to indicate the associated informa-
tion regarding whether it is obligatory (required) and or it has intrinsic
restrictions (constraint). Each field can, in turn, be simple (SimpleField)
or composed (ComposedField). A simple field represents an attribute
or a property with a value, which must be one (or various) of the
types of data indicated as being permitted for that field (DataType). For
example, a personal identification field can permit values of the type
‘‘string’’ and ‘‘int’’. It is also necessary to highlight that there are two
special types of data: the arrays, which make it possible to represent
sets of values, or the enumerations, which make it possible to establish
a set of possible values. In our proposal, these values are indicated by
means of a restriction of the field. It is also possible to define composed
fields (ComposedField), which are structures formed of various fields,
be they simple or composed. This concept is represented in the model
by applying the Composite design pattern to the Field, SimpleField and
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Fig. 2. Metamodel for secure policies in document databases.
ComposedField classes. Furthermore, each collection is identified by
one or various identifiers (Id), which are, in turn, formed of one or
various simple fields (SimpleField).

The other elements in our metamodel (bottom of the figure) are re-
lated to aspects of security, which allow us to establish security policies
regarding the structural elements of the document database. We have
employed a role-based access control (RBAC) policy for this task, since
it allows us to establish security policies in a manner appropriate to
this type of systems. Moreover, this strategy is chosen and supported by
practically all document database management tools. Our metamodel
makes it possible to establish a hierarchy of roles by making use of the
Role metaclass and of its references to the parent (root) and children
(children) elements. The User metaclass can then be employed to define
specific users to whom a set of roles is assigned, such as a name, a
password and, if necessary, additional fields of information.

We then establish a set of security policies that correctly manage the
user privileges. This is done by considering an open-world approach
in which all actions are permitted unless there is a security policy
that explicitly withdraws permission for specific actions to be carried
out. The open-world approach is appropriate for document databases,
since these databases are oriented towards the massive use of data and
it is, by default, necessary to allow access to them. Our metamodel
has a metaclass whose purpose is to define the security privilege
(RevokePrivilege), which allows the designer to indicate which policies
for which objects are revoked for which subjects. The possible privi-
leges are reflected in the ActionType enumeration and correspond with
the reading (find), creation (insert), modification (update) and delete
(delete) operations.

The objects that are affected by the security policy can be used as
a basis on which to differentiate two types of rules: those that affect
the complete collections and those that affect their fields. These can
be considered as fine-grained rules that make it possible to represent
more specific security constraints. In order to represent these two types
of privileges and their singularities, the RevokePrivilege metaclass has
been specialised into RevokeCollectionPrivilege and RevokeFieldPrivi-
lege. A security policy defined at the collection level, therefore, allows
us to remove policies for a set of roles concerning certain actions (read,
create, modify or delete). For example, in the case of a very simple
database related to purchases with Customer and Order collections, we
could withdraw from a certain role the actions of creation, modification
and deletion as regards the Order collection.
4

With regard to the fine-grained security policies, the main difference
(apart from the type of objects that they affect, which are now fields
rather than collections) lies in the fact that they also make it possible
to establish a greater variety of security actions (securityAction), which
will be carried out if the rule that has been defined is fulfilled. It is
possible to: hide the values affected (the cells) by writing a null value
in their place using the HideValue action; hide all the values in this
field (by writing null in all the cells in that field) using HideAllValues;
hide the field affected by all the instances (the complete column) using
HideField, or hide the instances affected (the rows) using HideInstance.
This last action (HideInstance) can also be used in policies at the
collection level. Moreover, some of these security actions make it
possible (by using an OCL expression) to establish a condition for the
data, which will be evaluated in execution time.

To continue with the previous example, let us now focus on a hypo-
thetical field that indicates whether a customer’s request is confidential
(by means of a Boolean value of true or false) and use this as a basis on
which to describe the effects of applying one of these security actions:

– hideValue would modify all those fields referred to by null values
in the rule. It would, for example, be possible to refer the rule to
the fields ‘‘names’’ and ‘‘surnames’’ and to hide those values if the
condition of the request being confidential was fulfilled.

– hideAllValues would write a null value in all those cells that
referred to the field affected by the rule. We could, for example,
focus on the confidential field and change all the values for null
values, such that it would not be possible to infer which were
confidential and which were not.

– hideField would act in a similar manner, but would completely
hide the confidential field, such that we would see all the requests
but would not know of the existence of the confidential field.

– hideInstance would hide the complete instance, such that if we
were to establish the need to hide confidential requests as a
condition, it would show only those instances and data that were
not confidential.

The proposed metamodel is complemented with a series of restric-
tions that all the models specified must satisfy in accordance with the
metamodel. These restrictions are shown in Table 1, together with
their implementation in OCL, where CO1 is a structural restriction
whose purpose is to seek uniqueness as regards the names of certain
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Table 1
Restrictions that must be fulfilled according to the metamodel.

Table 2
Implementation of metamodel for document databases.

elements. The purpose of the other restrictions (CO2, CO3 and CO4) is,
meanwhile, to seek the correct definition of the security policies.

Finally, our metamodel has been implemented in Ecore (Eclipse
Modelling Framework) using the Emfatic textual syntax (Table 2).

4. Implementation model for MongoDB

This section shows the model of the document database system at
a level of detail that allows its implementation in a specific document
database manager: MongoDB. This model describes the structural and
security elements available in the MongoDB document databases, and
its objective is to assist the automatic transformation process of the
5

database. We have consequently established the most appropriate im-
plementation strategy for each of the elements that were defined in a
more abstract manner in the previous model. Our proposal, therefore,
frees the designer from the need to know the lowest level of details
regarding implementation in specific database managers and from hav-
ing to select the best strategy, which may lead to security errors if
not performed correctly. The implementation model is described by
separating its elements into two models: one containing the structural
aspects (Fig. 3) and the other containing the security aspects (Fig. 4).

With regard to the structural part (Fig. 3), note that the princi-
pal element of the database (Database) is the collection (Collection)
whose structure is described on the basis of the properties of which
it is composed (Property) and whether or not they are required. Each
property can, in turn, be defined as: a simple field (SimpleField) with
a type of associated data; an enumeration (EnumField) with a set of
permitted values; an array of values of a particular type (ArrayField),
or a composed field (ComposedField) with various properties that can,
in turn, be simple, enumerated, arrays or composed fields. Each of these
properties can be associated with expressions that have conditions that
must be fulfilled (Condition). There are also the indices (Index), which
have been defined for a particular collection and are composed of a set
of properties. The use of these elements makes it possible to implement
the structural aspects defined in our metamodel: databases, collections,
ids, simple and composed fields, constraints, data types, etc.

With regard to the security aspects (Fig. 4), on the one hand there is
the concept of view (View) for a collection. If it is not desirable for the
view to contain all the properties in the collection, then it is possible to
carry out a projection indicating which properties belong to the view
and which do not. It is also possible to establish conditions for each
property. It would, for example, be possible to show only a customer’s
name, surname and age, and not their address. On the other hand, if
it is desirable for the view to contain only certain instances, which
makes it possible to establish expressions containing the condition to
be evaluated. It would, for example, be possible to indicate that only
customers over 18 years of age can be shown. The combination of these
two strategies permits the implementation of several of the security
actions defined in the metamodel: hiding fields, instances or fields and
instances.

It is also possible to establish a hierarchy of roles (Role) and
to indicate the privileges that each role has on the basis of which
actions (find, insert, update, remove) are authorised for which resource
(collections or views). Finally, it is possible to define a set of users
(User) of the document database manager, indicating their usernames
and passwords, and assigning each of them to one or more roles from
which they will inherit their security policies.

The use of these elements enables the implementation of the RBAC
system defined in the metamodel, along with the authorisation rules.
The correct implementation of the security policies defined in the meta-
model is not, however, a trivial task, since it must be done on the basis
of the elements available in the final tool, MongoDB. It is, therefore,
necessary to establish a strategy based on the creation of roles and
views, and to represent the semantics of the security policies (permitted
actions, security actions, etc.) in the most appropriate manner.

5. Generating a secure implementation from models

The previous two sections show a metamodel for document
databases with which to represent both structural and security aspects
at a high level of abstraction. They also show an implementation model
that represents the strategies present in document database manage-
ment systems (in this case, MongoDB) at a low level of abstraction for
the implementation of structural and security aspects.

This section shows the definition of the transformations required
in order to employ the high-level document database models (defined
in accordance with our metamodel) so as to automate the secure
implementation process in a specific database manager. In this case,
the tool considered is MongoDB. The transformations carried out will
be grouped into those that manage the structural or security aspects of
the database.
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Fig. 3. Implementation model for MongoDB: structural concepts.
Fig. 4. Implementation model for MongoDB: security concepts.
5.1. Structural transformations

The first rules to be applied to the model are those in the set of
transformation rules for the structural aspects (Fig. 5). These are in
charge of generating the database, collections and fields in accordance
with the information in the model. Once the database has been created
(Database2Database transformation), the collections are processed, one
by one (Collection2Collection transformation), in order to create both
the corresponding collection and a JSON schema for validation pur-
poses. The collection fields are then analysed in order to discover those
6

that must be added to the validation schema and thus represent their
restrictions (Field2Required transformation).

A detailed analysis of the fields in the collection is subsequently
carried out (Field2Property transformation). A property containing all
the information necessary as regards the name of the field, the restric-
tions to be applied and the types of data that are admitted (simple,
enumeration, array or composed) is then created for each one. In the
case of the admitted data type, the transformation is served by two
auxiliary rules whose purpose is to process the simple and complex data
types.
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Fig. 5. Transformation rules (structural aspects).
Fig. 6. Graphical notation for the SimpleField2Property relation.
The transformation in charge of processing the properties with
simple data (SimpleField2Property transformation) is represented in
Fig. 6 using the graphical syntax specifically proposed by the OMG
Query View Transformation language. This makes it possible to see how
the transformation seeks determined elements in the base model (on
the left-hand side of the figure) and generates another set of elements
in the output model (on the right-hand side of the figure). In this case,
a simple transformation is shown. When provided with a Simple Field
containing information related to its name, permitted data type and
constraints that belongs to a determined collection and database, it
generates a Property in the output model. This property contains said
information and is also associated with said database and collection,
although in this case it forms part of the validation schema of the
collection. This transformation processes the fields containing a basic
data type (int, char, String, etc.), an enumeration data type or arrays
of basic data types.
7

The composed data types are processed in a similar manner (Com-
posedField2Properties transformation), although, since they are in turn
composed of properties (simple or composed), each of them must be
analysed anew (for the Field2Property transformation). Finally, the
indices of each collection (Id2Index transformation) are created, and
each collection may, in turn, have various indices composed of various
simple fields.

5.2. Security policies transformation

Once the structural elements of the document database have been
generated, the following set of transformations (Fig. 7) is in charge of
defining the security elements required to ensure the correct fulfilment
of the security policies defined in the model.

It is first necessary to analyse the hierarchy of the roles defined in
the model in order to generate that configuration at the implementa-
tion level (Role2Role transformation). It is then necessary to discover
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Fig. 7. Transformation rules (security policies).
whether associated security policies have been defined for each role in
each collection, and what those policies are, in order to choose the best
implementation strategy (Collection2Privileges transformation). This
transformation is represented in greater detail in Fig. 8. Note that the
transformation selects the set of policies (RevokePrivilege) associated
with a specific role (rName) and a specific collection (cName) from the
base model (left-hand side of the figure). This set of policies contains
both policies at the collection level that refer to that collection and
policies defined at the field level that refer to fields in that collection.
In the output model (right-hand side of the figure), a resource to which
more specific information will later be added (the creation of views, if
necessary, the establishment of permitted actions, etc.) is generated for
the appropriate role and collection. According to the types of policies
that are associated, it is possible to find various situations in which
different actions must be taken when establishing the implementation
strategy required in order to respect these security policies. A specific
transformation is available for each of these situations, such that once
the situation in question is known, the generation of the code is
delegated to that transformation (bottom of the figure).

The possible situations that could be encountered, along with the
implementation strategies that must be applied, are the following:

– Without security policies. The role has no security policy asso-
ciated with it for that collection (WithoutRevokePrivileges2Grant
AllActions transformation). This is the simplest situation. In this
case, it is necessary only to aggregate privileges regarding the
resource that represents the collection with the information con-
cerning the role, granting it all the actions (find, insert, update,
remove).

– Only security policies for collections. The role has policies
associated with the collection, but only with those policies (of the
RevokeCollectionPrivilege type) that affect the collection in its
entirety (OnlyRevokeCollectionPrivileges2GrantedActions trans-
formation). In this case, similar action is taken, although permis-
sion is granted only for those actions that have not been revoked
by the rule. If a security action of the HideInstance type is defined
for the rule, then it will also be necessary to use an auxiliary
rule (HideInstance2Match transformation) in order to implement
a view with a filtering condition.
8

Table 3
Implementation of HideAllValues2Projection transformation.

– Only security policies for fields. The role has policies associated
with the collection, but they are only fine-grained policies (of the
RevokeFieldPrivilege type) that affect fields in the collection (On-
lyRevokeFieldPrivileges2View transformation). MongoDB permits
several implementation mechanisms, and in this case, we select
the mechanism employed for the creation of views. Views restrict
the permitted action to solely ‘‘find’’ (and the other actions
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Fig. 8. Graphical notation for the Collection2Privileges relation.
Fig. 9. Graphical notation for the HideAllValues2Projection relation.
will, therefore, be omitted), but allow us to establish the var-
ious security actions associated with the fine-grained rule by
using ‘‘projections’’ (for the HideValue, HideAllValues or Hide-
Field security actions) or ‘‘match’’ (for the HideInstance secu-
rity action). This is done using various auxiliary rules (HideIn-
stance2Match, HideValue2Projection, HideAllValues2Projection
and HideField2Projection transformations). Fig. 9 shows more
details of one of these auxiliary rules (HideAllValues2Projection)
which, given one or various fields, is in charge of carrying out a
projection containing an indication that all the values are null.

– Security policies for collections and fields. The role has poli-
cies associated with the collection and they are of both types,
at the collection and at the fine-grained levels (RevokeCollec-
tionAndFieldPrivileges2View transformation). In this case, as we
are limited by the implementation characteristics provided by
MongoDB, it is necessary to follow a strategy similar to the
9

previous one. We, therefore, establish a view in which we deal
with the policies at the field level, along with their associated
security actions. However, we omit the policies defined at the
collection level, since the fine-grained policies that have been
defined prevail over them.

In the last step, the specific users are aggregated with each of
the roles defined (User2Role transformation). In this case, the name
and password of each user and, optionally, a set of fields containing
additional information related to the user, are indicated.

Having defined the transformations, we implemented them by using
the Epsilon package, specifically EGL (Epsilon Generation Language).
Table 3 shows an example of the implementation in EGL. In this
example, it will be noted that various relations from the structural part
of the document database in charge of generating the collections have
been coded in the same EGL rule in order to indicate the fields required
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and to process the simple fields. Other EGL rules would process the
composed fields and generate the indices, just as another set of EGL
rules would deal with the security aspects.

6. Case study

This section presents an example that allowed us to verify the
applicability of our proposal. The example employed concerns a doc-
ument database at an airport, and principally handles information
regarding passengers and flights. Various security policies were, there-
fore, defined for it. This example will show how the three phases in
our proposal were applied. It was first necessary (Phase 1) to model
the database according to our metamodel (Section 6.1). It was then
necessary (Phase 2) to apply the transformations defined in order to
automatically generate a secure implementation (Section 6.2). Finally
(Phase 3), we discovered that the solutions obtained respected the
security policies defined (Section 6.3).

6.1. Design

The designer first modelled the document database using the meta-
model defined in this paper. This made it possible to represent both
the structural concepts (collections, simple and composed fields, iden-
tifiers, restrictions, etc.) and the security policies (configuration of
roles, permissions for collections or fields, security actions, etc.). The
model developed was then described, and was separated into that part
of the model representing the structural aspects (Fig. 10) and that
representing the security aspects (Figs. 11–13).

When focusing on the structural aspects (Fig. 10), it will be noted
that various collections have been modelled. The passenger collection
(Passenger) contains the passengers’ personal information (name, ad-
dress, age), along with information regarding whether or not they are
suspicious (suspicious) and their level of risk (low, medium or high). It
also contains information concerning the set of journeys in which each
passenger is involved. Each journey is a collection (Trip) containing
various associated data (the cost, seat number, whether they have
checked in, whether they have boarded and the flight identification
number). Each piece of baggage is, in turn, a collection containing
identifying information: its weight, whether it has been inspected and
whether it is suspicious.

The flights are represented in another collection (Flight), which
contains information regarding the purpose of the flight (commercial or
military), the passengers, the crew, the aircraft used, and the date and
place of departure. These elements are, in turn, collections containing
associated data, such as Place, which make it possible to know the gate,
terminal, airport, city and country. Each flight collection additionally
contains tracking information, which is represented as a set of tracking
values obtained at specific instances. These tracking values are the date
and the time, height, longitude, latitude and speed, and are grouped
together in a composed field (TrackInfo).

The following figures correspond to the part of the model that spec-
ifies the security aspects (Figs. 11–13). We have defined a hierarchy of
roles (Fig. 11), which is used to classify the users of the database and to
define the security policies. There is a main role User that is specialised
into passengers (Passenger) and the airport staff (Staff), which is, in
turn, specialised into administrators (Admin) and security personnel
(Security). The User and Staff roles have been defined as abstracts, such
that it is possible only to create instances of the leaf nodes (Passenger,
Admin and Security).

We define a series of security policies that we wish the document
database system to satisfy (Figs. 12 and 13) .

The security policies are the following:
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– Security policy 1. The only people who can carry out the inser-
tion, modification and delete actions for the flight (Flight) and
place (Place) collections are the administrators, while the read
action can be carried out by any user. This has been modelled
by defining a collection security policy (FlightAndPlaceInforma-
tion). This revokes permission from roles other than that of
the administrator (Passenger and Security) as regards the inser-
tion, modification and deletion of information concerning the
collections in question (Flight and Place).

– Security policy 2. The passengers can consult information re-
garding flights only if the flights do not have a military purpose,
while the airport personnel can consult information regarding all
flights. We have defined a security policy (FlightPurpose) asso-
ciated with the passenger role. This hides those flight instances
(HideInstance security action) that fulfil the condition of being
flights with a military purpose.

– Security policy 3. The information regarding the passengers (per-
sonal data, flights, baggage) can be consulted, inserted, modified
or deleted only by members of the airport staff (administrators
or security personnel) and never by the passengers themselves.
We have established a security policy at the collection level (Pas-
sengerInformation) that revokes permission from the passengers
as regards carrying out any type of action on the Passenger
collection.

The fine-grained security policies specify security policy 3 in more
detail. This means that it is defined at the collection level and indicates
that the information concerning passengers can be processed only by
the airport staff (administrators and security personnel). This specifi-
cally provides more limits as regards the information about passengers
that the administrators can consult. The fine-grained security policies
are the following:

– Fine-grained security policy 3.1. This policy specifies that, of
the airport staff, the security personnel can consult information
about all the passengers, but the administrators can consult infor-
mation about only those that do not imply a security risk (who
are not catalogued as being suspicious or high risk). They cannot
see the names or addresses of the others (those that do imply a
security risk). A security policy (PassengerSuspicious) has been
established for the administration role. This acts on the name
and address fields and hides the values in question (HideValue
security action) if the condition of the passenger being suspicious
or high risk is fulfilled.

– Fine-grained security policy 3.2. The information regarding
the passengers’ baggage can be consulted only by the security
personnel and not by the administrators. A security policy (Bag-
gage) has been established for the admin role that completely
hides the baggage field (HideField security action). This security
action allows administrators to consult the information regarding
passengers and observe their journeys but not their associated
baggage, or even know of its existence. That is to say, it is not
the case that they will see various pieces of baggage with null
values, but rather that they will not even know that there is an
array of baggage associated with the journey.

– Fine-grained security policy 3.3. The administrators are not
allowed to know the passengers’ ages. A security policy (Pas-
sengerAge) has been established that acts on the administrators,
modifying the values of the passenger age field with null values
(HideAllValues security action).

6.2. Application of transformation rules for the automatic generation of the
implementation

This subsection shows how the transformation rules were applied to
the document database used in the airport case study (Figs. 10, 11, 12
and 13). Upon applying these transformations, we automatically obtain
their corresponding implementation in MongoDB.
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Fig. 10. Case study: structural elements.
Fig. 11. Case study: hierarchy of security roles.
Fig. 12. Case study: security policies.
Fig. 13. Case study: fine-grained security policies.
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Structural transformations

The first step consisted of generating the implementation of the
structure of the document database (collections, fields, etc.) after hav-
ing applied the set of transformation rules that handle the structural
aspects (Fig. 5).

Once the database for the airport had been created, each of the col-
lections in the model was processed in order to generate the code corre-
sponding to that collection, together with its validation schema (Collec-
tion2Collection transformation). A list of the fields that were required
was then added to this schema (Field2Required transformation). The
information (name, data type and restrictions) concerning each simple
or composed field related to the collection (SimpleField2Property and
ComposedField2Property transformations) was also added.

Fig. 14 provides an example of how the SimpleField2Property trans-
formation was applied to the enumerated field ‘‘riskIndex’’ in the
‘‘Passenger’’ collection. This made it possible to generate a property
with the same name and type in the output model in the validation
schema of the ‘‘Passenger’’ collection, in which the values that the
enumerated field can take are reflected in the condition of the property.
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Fig. 14. Application of the SimpleField2Property transformation.
Fig. 15. JSON validator for Passenger collection.

After processing the collections, it was necessary to create the
indices required (Id2Index transformation). Fig. 15 shows the code
generated for the Passenger collection, in which it is possible to see the
validation schema. This indicates all the fields of which it is composed
(property), together with their identifying names and the types of data
allowed (bsonType). We should highlight that the riskIndex field is
declared as a type of enumerated data in which the restriction has been
specified as being the set of values that can take that enumeration.
Moreover, the validation schema indicates that all the fields in the
collection are required (indicated in required).

Security policy transformations

After generating the implementation of the structure of the doc-
ument database, the set of transformations in charge of the security
aspects acts (Fig. 7). The transformation is initiated by generating the
hierarchy of roles defined in the model (Role2Role transformation).
In this case, a role will be generated for User, Staff, Admin, Security
and Passenger, although User and Staff are abstract and will not have
users assigned to them. An analysis of each of these roles with their
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users (Security, Passenger and Admin) will be carried out as follows in
order to show the set of authorisation rules associated with them. They
will then be used as a basis on which to automatically apply an imple-
mentation strategy (Collection2Privileges transformation supported by
transformations for each situation).

Let us begin with the Security role. It will be noted that it affects
only a security policy associated with the Flight and Place collections
(RevokeCollectionPrivilegeFlightAndPlaceInformation). Fig. 16 shows
how the Collection2Privileges transformation is applied to the Security
role and the Place collection. This situation corresponds to the case of a
role being associated only with collection-level security policies, and it
is granted permissions for actions that have not been revoked, signify-
ing that it invokes the OnlyRevokeCollectionPrivileges2GrantedActions
transformation.

Fig. 17 shows the code generated. Note that the Security role has
been granted privileges to execute all the actions (find, insert, update,
remove) for all the collections, with the exception of the Place and
Flight collections, for which it can execute only the Find action. This
is owing to the fact that the rule that affects it withdraws the Insert,
Update and Remove actions for those collections.

We shall now analyse the Passenger role, which is associated with
three of the security policies defined at the collection level. Let us
return to the previous case, which is affected only by collection-level
policies (OnlyRevokeCollectionPrivileges2GrantedActions transforma-
tion), although it implies several more complex transformation rules.
The code generated is shown in Fig. 18.

There is a security policy (FlightAndPlaceInformation) for the Flight
and Place collections that withdraws the Insert, Update and Remove
actions from Passenger for these collections. This is indicated in the
code representing the fact that the Find action is the only one permit-
ted. Another similar policy (PassengerInformation) withdraws all the
actions for the Passenger collection. This collection is represented in the
code because it does not include that collection within its privileges. Fi-
nally, another policy (FlightPurpose) limits the consultations regarding
Flight to only those flights whose purpose is not military. This imple-
mentation is carried out by generating a view (SecurityAction2Match
transformation) called Flight Passenger in which a projection showing
all the fields in a collection is carried out. There is also a match that
filters those views whose Purpose field has a value of ‘military’. This
implementation is shown in 19.

Finally, we shall analyse the Admin role, which is affected by
three fine-grained security policies (RevokeFieldPrivilege) that affect
the fields in the Passenger and Trip collections. In this case, and as is
shown in Fig. 20, all actions are authorised for all the collections, with
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Fig. 16. Application of Collection2Privileges transformation.
Fig. 17. Security role with only find security policies in Place and Flight collections.

the exception of Passenger and Trip, for which only the Find action is
granted. Each security policy is then analysed at the level of the field
that affects the role in order to generate the views required for their
implementation (OnlyRevokeFieldPrivileges2View transformation).

One of the security policies (RevokeFieldPrivilegeBaggage) hides
the Baggage field in the Flight collection (HideField security action).
Fig. 21 shows how it is implemented using a view with a projection
that shows all the other fields in the Flight collection except Baggage.

Another security policy (PassengerAge) affects the Passenger col-
lection by indicating that the values regarding the passengers’ ages
must be hidden (HideAllValues). Fig. 22 shows how the HideAllVal-
ues2Projection rule is applied to that security policy, creating a view
with a projection in which the Age field always shows a null value.

Another security policy that is related to the same collection (Pas-
sengerSuspicious) hides the values of the name and address fields
(HideValue) if the passenger is suspicious or has a high risk index.

The implementation of both security policies is shown in Fig. 23, in
which the view created for the Admin role and the Passenger collection
carries out a projection in which the Age field is always null and in
which the Name and Address fields show their original value or a null
value, depending on whether they fulfil the condition established (null
if suspicious is true or if riskIndex is high).

Finally, it is necessary to create the users of the database defined in
the model associated with a specific role, and assign that role to them
(User2Role transformation). This is shown in the example in Fig. 24.
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6.3. Security policies fulfilment

In this Section, we explain how the implementation of the security
policies generated from the transformation process works. Fig. 25
shows the information that a user with the Security role has retrieved
from the Passenger collection using the ‘‘find’’ operation. In this case,
given that the Security role has no security policies defined for this
collection, all information about all passengers is shown.

However, given that the Admin role has restrictions as regards
the Passenger collection, the information retrieved by a user who has
this role will be different. This scenario is shown in Fig. 26, which
illustrates that, in the case of the Admin role, the find operation must
be performed for the Passenger admin view created in Section 3,
given that this role is not permitted to apply a find operation directly
to the Passenger collection. As will be observed, the ‘‘age’’ value is
hidden with a null value for all passengers. The name and address
fields are also hidden for the passenger with id 5201950 because his
risk index value is high, thus fulfilling the PassengerSuspicious and
PassengerAgesecurity security policies defined for this role in Section 3.

Fig. 27 shows the information obtained by the Security role when
performing a find operation for the Flight collection. Given that this
role has no security policies defined for it that affect the Flight collec-
tion, all data from all flights can be accessed without restrictions.

However, the Passenger role had a security policy for the Flight
collection, which does not allow it to retrieve data regarding military
flights. Fig. 28 illustrates the results obtained after performing a find
operation for the Flight_passenger view, given that the Passenger role
cannot directly access the Flight collection. As will be noted, the flight
with _id 23162 is not shown because its purpose is military, as shown
in Fig. 27.

Finally, the information retrieved from the Flight collection by the
Security role is shown in Fig. 29. As occurred previously, this role has
access to all data without restrictions. Fig. 30 shows the results of the
same operation executed by the Admin role. The difference is that, for
this last role, the ‘‘baggage" field is fully hidden, as required by the
Baggage security policy defined in Section 3.

6.4. Lessons learned

The application of our proposal to the case study has allowed us
to validate its applicability as well as to detect and improve several
aspects.

On the one hand, we have been able to check how a designer can
specify the structure and security policies of the database in a simple
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Fig. 18. Passenger role with only find security policies in Place and Flight collections and without any policy in Trip and Passenger collections.
Fig. 19. View to enable Passengers to retrieve filtered Flights.

Fig. 20. Admin role with find permissions limited for the views created from Passenger
and Flight collections.

Fig. 21. View employed to filter Trip data for Admin role.

way using our metamodel. It can be seen how the case study models
(Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13) are much more concise and visual than the
system implementation. For example, each security policy is modelled
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as a class with several attributes and at the implementation level
requires the definition of privileges, views, projections, etc. Moreover,
being models independent of the target tools, the designer is freed from
knowing details about the syntax and strategy to be followed for its
correct implementation in a given document database manager.

On the other hand, the case study has allowed us to analyse alter-
natives for the modelling and implementation of each structural and
security aspect and to select those most beneficial for the use of our
proposal by the designer.

Initially, we started by adopting a mixed strategy for the repre-
sentation of security policies that allowed us to define in the same
model both rules that grant privileges and rules that revoke them.
This aspect gives flexibility in modelling but also makes the designer
worry about conflicts between positive and negative rules and their
consistency. In favour of facilitating modelling, we finally decided to
adopt an open-world approach in which the designer only indicates the
revoked privileges and from them the necessary positive and negative
permissions are generated at the implementation level. For example,
the rule ‘‘FlightAndPlaceInformation’’ (Fig. 12) indicates that insert,
update and remove privileges are denied for the Flight and Place
collections. At the implementation level, this is represented by several
policies (one per collection): one to grant read privilege to Flight, one
to grant read to Place, and several to grant read, insert, update and
remove to the other collections.

Another aspect we analysed was the inclusion of the possible se-
curity actions that can be associated with a revoke privilege (hide
instance, hide value, hide all values or hide field). Depending on
whether the revoke privilege is associated with collections or fields, you
can apply different security actions. We evaluated several alternatives,
from the use of an enumeration to a specialisation of the security
actions in two subtypes (collection and field). Moreover, some of these
actions can only be applied to the read privilege. For these reasons,
we finally chose to use an intermediate solution in which we modelled
the security actions with inheritance and added to the metamodel the
necessary constraints to control the exceptional cases.

Furthermore, when developing the transformation rules from the
models to their corresponding implementation, we added minor
changes to the metamodel that would facilitate the flow of application
of these rules. For example, we made the association between Role and
RevokePrivilege navigable in both directions, which makes it easy to
obtain all the rules associated with a given role.

7. Related work

Addressing security early in a software development project has the
potential to avoid, fix and correct security flaws in the later stages of
development. Security issues should ideally be addressed as early as
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Fig. 22. Application of the HideAllValues2Projection transformation.
Fig. 23. View to filter Passenger data for Admin role.
Fig. 24. Security user with the security role assigned.

Fig. 25. Find operation in Passenger collection by using Security role.
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Fig. 26. Find operation in Passenger_admin view by using Admin role.

the software analysis and design phase. This is the core principle of
‘‘Security by design’’, which is advocated by industry and academia [30,
31], although new ‘‘security-by-design’’ proposals are appearing in dif-
ferent environments such as Big Data [32], Cloud Computing [33,34],
IoT [35] and Cyber–physical Systems [36,37]. There are also proposals
as in [38] where the authors present a novel security-by-design method-
ology based on Security Service Level Agreements (SLAs), which can
be integrated within modern development processes and that is able
to support the risk management life-cycle in an almost-completely
automated way.
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Fig. 27. Find operation in Flight collection by using Security role.

Fig. 28. Find operation in Flight_passenger view by using Passenger role.

Fig. 29. Find operation in Trip collection by using Security role.

Fig. 30. Find operation in Trip_admin view by using Admin role.

Model-Driven Security [17] is an approach that can support the
process of modelling security requirements [39] at a high level of
abstraction in the early stage of software development before the
transaction process and the generation of codes, thus increasing the
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level of system quality [40]. In this context, some of the best known
proposals are UMLSec [41] and SecureUML [42], among others [43].

Several initiatives have been proposed in order to incorporate se-
curity into the software development life cycle (SDLC) by using dif-
ferent software models. Some initiatives propose that modifications
be made to the traditional lifecycle by incorporating security activi-
ties or tasks [44] with the aim of creating enhanced methodologies
with security aspects [45]. Some examples of this are CLASP [46],
Microsoft SDL [47] or Seven touchpoints [48]. Other proposals are
focused on the definition of security architectures [49–51] or security
patterns [52,53], which help to integrate security into the SDLC and
allow to incorporate all security aspects during the design.

If the incorporation of security aspects into the software lifecycle
from the early stages of development is fundamental as regards ob-
taining a secure and robust system, it is also important for the design
and development of databases. In fact, Bugiotti et al. [54] propose a
database design methodology for NoSQL databases that relies on an
abstract data model whose objective is to represent NoSQL systems in
a system-independent manner. However, it is also necessary to model
proposals for the design and management of NoSQL databases using
well-known security techniques, recommendations, and best practices,
thus allowing the design of efficient, robust and secure databases. Most
of the existing works are focused on the security aspects of MongoDB
or Cassandra [55]. Many of them are limited to finding solutions to
concrete problems in restricted scenarios, and are oriented towards
document [56] or columnar data [57], and always at the implemen-
tation level [58]. Other works focus on cryptographic techniques or
mechanisms for cloud databases [19,59,60] and modelling at a higher
level of abstraction, using Big Data concepts that are not specific to any
NoSQL technology [61]. There are also some service-oriented proposals
but they do not target NoSQL databases, such as the work of Ghazi et al.
in [62] which have developed a comprehensive database security-as-a-
service (DB-SECaaS) system, a three-dimensional approach to securing
data in cloud is presented in [63]. Yamany et al. [64] presented an
intelligent service-oriented architecture security framework, and Song
et al. [65] proposed a generic framework of data protection-as-service
(DPaaS), which, as mentioned above, are not focused on NoSQL.

Among the model-oriented approaches, we can find the work of
Akoka et al. [66], which defines an approach for MDE-based NoSQL
databases in which forward and reverse engineering processes are
combined, or [61], in which a query-driven data modelling process
for Apache Cassandra that defines mapping rules and patterns but does
not support the integration of security policies is described. The work
in [67] proposes NoSQL database design method using conceptual data
model based on Peter Chen’s framework, again without any security
aspect. The authors of [68] define a common conceptual level model
for various types of NoSQL databases. Those of [69] propose an au-
tomatic MDA-based approach that provides a set of transformations,
formalised with the QVT language, with which to translate UML con-
ceptual models into NoSQL models. In [70], the same authors propose
an automatic approach for the implementation of UML conceptual
models in NoSQL systems, including the mapping of the associated OCL
constraints to the code required to verify them. In [71], the authors
present a process with which to extract a model from a collection of
JSON documents stored in MongoDB, while those of [72] propose a
process with which to extract models from a NoSQL document database
that can include several collections. We should also mention [54],
which describes a mapping from a NoSQL document database to a
relational model. ToNoSQLModel process is presented in [73], and is an
MDA-based approach employed to extract a physical model by starting
from a NoSQL document database and includes links between different
collections. A transformation process that ensures the transition from
the NoSQL logic model to a NoSQL physical mode by applying a chain
of transformations that translate it into a succession of models in order
to arrive at a target NoSQL model that complies with existing solutions
is proposed in [74]. In [75] the authors propose a methodology for
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the logical design of NoSQL document databases converting conceptual
modelling for suitable and efficient logical representation considering
the expected workload of the application. Li et al. proposed an ap-
proach with which to transform UML class diagrams into an HBase
data model [76]. All these proposals propose intermodel transformation
rules for NoSQL without considering the security aspects or policies of
the databases at any point in the transformations. The work in [77]
proposes a security model, based on the use of metadata, to provide
a mechanism of access control for NoSQL graph-oriented database
management system. One proposal that does consider access control
policies for NoSQL databases, but from a modernisation or reverse-
engineering perspective, is the work of [78]. This presents the first
modernisation approach for the introduction of security into NoSQL
document databases through the improvement of access control by
using a domain ontology to detect sensitive information and creating a
conceptual model of the database.

In conclusion, the current proposals for the modelling and develop-
ment of NoSQL databases do not adequately consider security policies
in all stages. Solutions focused on the implementation stage provide
isolated security aspects or mechanisms. Solutions focused on earlier
stages of development, meanwhile, provide modelling and integration
solutions, but consider only structural aspects, and security aspects are,
in most cases, ignored or not appropriate.

8. Conclusions

NoSQL databases are beginning to acquire considerable importance
and are in great demand. This is owing principally to the increase
in Big Data technologies, which has obliged organisations to change
from relational databases to other not necessarily relational models,
such as document, graph-oriented models, etc. NoSQL databases are
scalable, distributed and highly reliable. There is, however, currently
an important obstacle to their generalised adoption: data security. This
is owing to the fact that security is usually added at the end, once the
system is already implemented, which leads to solutions that are prone
to security failures and that are poorly suited to security requirements.
Our proposal is focused on the design and implementation of security
policies in NoSQL document databases by including security from early
stages of the development process (security by design). Security is,
therefore, taken into account in the system design decisions and its
subsequent implementation, thus obtaining more robust systems. To
this end, we first define a metamodel that allows us to define both
the structure and the security policies associated with the document
database at the design level. This signifies that, in order to include
security policies in the system, the designer directly uses design models
(defined according to this metamodel). This facilitates his/her work,
since it allows him/her to be abstracted from the technical aspects
of the tools and the need to know which the best implementation
strategies are.

Our proposal then analyses the characteristics offered by a specific
document database management tool, MongoDB. We subsequently de-
fine a model for the proper implementation of both structural aspects
and security policies in this tool.

Once both models have been defined, our proposal facilitates the
design and implementation of the system, along with the security
policies, using a model-driven development approach. This is done by
defining the relationships that are required between the design model
and the implementation model in MongoDB. These relationships select
the best implementation strategy, thus abstracting the designer from
this task (use of views, projections, etc.). This is completed with the
provision of a technological solution based on the Eclipse Modelling
Framework in which we implement the source metamodel (in Emfatic)
and the necessary transformations (in Epsilon, EGL). The use of the
model-driven approach not only saves time and development costs, but
has also made it possible to obtain an architecture that can be easily
extended to other tools and technologies.
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We have applied the proposal to a case study of an airport in order
to show the whole process involved in the design and implementation
of the system, together with its associated security policies. In this case
study, a design model was first created in order to make it simple to
see how the system is defined without the inclusion of technical aspects
of specific tools. The transformations defined were then generated
automatically in order to carry out their corresponding implementation
in MongoDB, thus freeing the designer from having to choose specific
implementation strategies. All of the above made it possible to discover
that the solution obtained really did satisfy the security policies initially
modelled.

As future work, we plan to improve our model-driven architecture in
several respects. On the one hand, we intend to include new target doc-
ument database management tools (such as CouchDB or CouchBase).
A new tool would be included through the reuse of our metamodel,
which would make it necessary to analyse the security features offered
by that tool. This would be used as the basis on which to define the
strategies required in order to implement the security policies. Finally,
we would define a set of transformations that would automate the code
generation, starting from our design model.

On the other hand, the architecture could be improved by embrac-
ing other Big Data and NoSQL technologies (columnar, graph-oriented,
key–value, etc.).

In this sense, to incorporate a new technology to our proposal (such
as graph-oriented databases) it will be necessary to carry out a process
similar to the one shown in this paper. It would be necessary to analyse,
on the one hand, the specific structural and security characteristics of
this technology and, on the other hand, the characteristics offered by
the management tools for its final implementation. Based on this, we
would specify our own metamodel for designing this kind of systems,
as well as a set of transformations for each management tool in which
we wish to generate the corresponding implementation.

Once we have several metamodels centred on different technologies
(document, graph-oriented, columnar, etc.), we could go one step
further, which would consist of defining a single metamodel at a
higher level of abstraction. This metamodel would include the elements
necessary to define the structural and security requirements of the
system, independently of the technology that is subsequently decided
to be used in its design. To build this metamodel, we would need to
identify elements common to BigData and NoSQL systems that will be
specify as different elements depending on the technology used.

For example, a structural element that could be called ‘‘container’’
and represents a group of fields could correspond, depending on the
technology chosen, with a collection, node or column family. Or a
security requirement could correspond to different security policies
specifying different security actions, according to what is possible in
that technology.

In the definition of this metamodel, we should ensure that it in-
cludes all the necessary information for the next design stage, in
which a metamodel specific to a particular technology will be used.
Integrating this requirements model in our proposal and applying the
model-driven development approach, we could define transformation
rules that would derive the corresponding design model in a chosen
technology (document, graph-oriented, columnar, etc.) and from there,
the designer would add or modify the necessary aspects in the model
and finally would generate the implementation in a specific tool.
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